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Here you can find the menu of Egg Zone in Harris Park. At the moment, there are 15 courses and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Egg Zone:

Egg zone serves really good variety of eggs.. its quite expensive but the quantity and quality of the food is really
maintained. The owner of the restaurant was very friendly and he suggested us to try surti ghotalo.. that was
amazing.. i m not that egg lover but after being to egg zone i feel they are really doing a great job. read more.

What Anna Emard doesn't like about Egg Zone:
Once you visit to this restaurant you never feel to visit again. Besides unhygienic cutleries you will find food is not
so great to spend $40-50. Instead people should prefer to go known good restaurant or stay at home & prepare
egg dishes by their own. Egg starter was so funny that they gave two half pieces of egg for $3-4 and you should

feel to pamper it instead try. read more. A visit to Egg Zone becomes even more rewarding due to the
comprehensive range of coffee and tea specialties, the menu also includes delectable vegetarian menus.

Visitors also appreciate the utilization of traditional Indian spices, Moreover, one can find an excellent selection of
various Malaysian national dishes such as Wantan, Roti, Naan and also Ayam in the menu.
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Süß� Dessert�
BROWNIE

�tra�
BOILED EGG

India�
MASALA

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Torta�
HUEVO

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

P�z�
PIZZA GRANDE

PIZZA SPECIAL

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGETARIANA

VEGETARIA

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

ONION

ONIONS

TOMATOES

BUTTER

EGGS
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Opening Hours:
Monday 16:00-23:00
Tuesday 16:00-23:00
Wednesday 16:00-23:00
Thursday 16:00-23:00
Saturday 9-23:00
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